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PRECISION GARDEN SEEDER 
Model: 10001 
 
The 10001 takes the guesswork out of planting any row crop.  Once you select 
the plate that best fits your seed, just adjust the depth of planting on the 
ground opener, then set your 30” long row marker for the desired width, next, 
fill the seed hopper with seeds and finally begin pushing in to your well tilled 
soil. The results will speak for themselves when days later you look at your 
garden and see all the row crops come out of the ground at the same time.  

 

HIGH WHEEL CULTIVATOR 
Model: 6500 
 
Ideal for a multitude of garden jobs, from light plowing and hilling to 
furrowing and cultivating, the 6500 is a very versatile tool. Handles and 
framing constructed of heavy-duty powder coated tubular steel for long life. 
The 24-inch steel wheel makes operating the cultivator through the soil 
effortlessly and quicker than comparable models. The 3-Position adjustable 
height handle and tool bar depth makes the 6500 and an easy fit to individual 
needs.  
 
Optional Part: 
Wood Handled Kentucky Style Kit  
Model: 6502 
For those who prefer a wooden handle, you can 
now purchase a kit to turn your 6500 into a 
Kentucky Style High Wheel Cultivator. 

 
 
 

HANDHELD 4LB SPREADER 
Model: 14104 single, 14124 12 pack 
 
Great for small areas or occasional spot 
spreading, this ergonomic hand spreader is 
perfect for use with seed, fertilizer, ice melt and 
any other granular material.  Designed for 
smaller hands with an integrated scoop design, 
the 14014 can scoop material out of bags or 
cans so you do not need to touch the material 
you are spreading. With a 4lb capacity, the 
14014 makes quick work of spot spreading, or 
applying ice melt to sidewalks.  

 

NEW PRODUCT 
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ERGONOMIC HANDHELD SPREADER with ARMREST 

 

 Model: 16014 single, 16024 12 pack 

 

Similar to our 14104, but now available with a 
comfortable arm rest.  Great for small areas or 
occasional spot spreading, this ergonomic hand 
spreader is perfect for use with seed, fertilizer, 
ice melt and any other granular material.  
Designed for smaller hands with an integrated 
scoop design, the 16014 can scoop material out 
of bags or cans so you do not need to touch the material you are 
spreading. With a 4lb capacity, the 16014 makes quick work of spot 
spreading, or applying ice melt to sidewalks. 

                                           
20LB NYLON BAG SEEDER/SPREADER 
Model: 2750 
The 2750 is the most desired bag seeder on the market, 
with a 20lb capacity, adjustable shoulder strap and 
contoured base for fitting around your hip, it was 
designed with both comfort and operation in mind.  The 
high-speed direct drive gear box allows the operator to 
adjust the spread width between 8’ – 12’ by simply 
changing the crank rate. The nylon construction allows 
for the bag to remain upright when filling yet collapse for 
easy storage.  The Exclusive Rocking Agitator provides 
smooth, even material feeding to the distribution plate. 

 

40LB PROFESSIONAL HAND CRANK BROADCAST  
SPREADER  
Model: 3100 

The 3100 is a perfect choice with a 40lb capacity and the 
Dual Port Shut-Off system, you can infinitely balance the 
spread pattern based on material size, weight, and flight 
characteristics.  With the Super-duty high-speed gearbox, 
spread widths of 15ft are common. Epoxy powder coated 
tubular steel chassis with integrated stand and a wide 
comfortable carrying straps make this both comfortable 
to use and highly functional. 
 
 
 
 

NEW PRODUCT 
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“EARTHSHAKER” HAND SPREADER W/DIAL 
 Model: Single 17001, Bulk 12pk 17002, Retail 12pk 17012 
 
This hand-held spreader with a dial is 
perfect for spreading seed, salt, fertilizer, 
and ice melt.  The EarthShaker holds up to 
5lbs of material and is perfect for a variety 
of uses.  Simply pour your material from a 
larger bag into the screw top container and 
spread as much as you like. 

 
 
 
 
 

65LB RESIDENTIAL BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2030 
 
Fully assembled with a rustproof 65lb poly hopper capacity the 2030 
broadcast spreader offers the homeowner a large capacity spreader with 
features found on our Commercial models.  The 2030 is equipped with the 
Side Spread Control which will maintain the correct application rate while 
eliminating the need to use a side deflector, which prevents materials from 
being spread to flowerbeds, sidewalks, or driveways. The exclusive 3-hole 
drop shut-off system ensures even distribution of all granular materials.   
 

 
 
 
 
65LB RESIDENTIAL BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2030P PLUS 
 

With a 65lb hopper capacity the 2030P-Plus offers homeowners a large 
capacity spreader with features found on our Commercial models.  The 
exclusive 3-hole drop shut-off system ensures even distribution of all granular 
materials. Fully assembled in the box this unit comes ready to go. 
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80LB DELUXE RESIDENTIAL BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2050SU 
 
This fully assembled spreader with a folding handle will be ready to go from 
box to lawn in seconds and stores easily. The easy use gauge and lever 
assembly allows the user complete control over the application of material, 
coupled with our exclusive 3-Hole Drop Shut-Off System, the 2050SU gives 
the homeowner professional results. 

 

 
 

 

80LB ESTATE RESIDENTIAL BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2050P 
 
Fully assembled, with a folding handle, a rustproof 80lb capacity hopper and 
10” pneumatic stud type tires brings capacity and smooth operation to the 
homeowner. The exclusive 3-Hole Drop Shut-Off System and heavy-duty 
gearbox ensures an even application of all granular materials with 
professional results. The fingertip rate control provides easy control and 
balance of material application unmatched in the industry. 

 

 
 
 
 
80LB ESTATE TOW BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2050TP 
 
The rustproof 80lb capacity poly hopper and the 3-Hole Drop Shut-Off 
System, the 2050TP will have a balanced spread of any granular material. 
Equipped with 10” pneumatic tires, heavy-duty epoxy powder coated steel 
chassis, the 2050TP brings capacity and smooth towing to the homeowner.  
This semi-assembled spreader will go from box to lawn in minutes.  
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40LB MEDIUM DUTY ESTATE BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2600A-PLUS 

 
The 2600APlus is the closest you can get to a commercial spreader without 
the cost!  With a 40lb capacity rustproof poly hopper provides a low profile to 
keep it out of the way in the tightest area.  The steel “T” handle and solid 
linkage are features offered on our Commercial & Professional spreaders. 
Utilizing the 3-Hole Drop Shut-Off System ensures an even and balanced 
spread pattern of all granular materials, high flotation 9” high-flotation tires 
roll smoothly over rough terrain as well as icy conditions. 

  

 

50LB COMMERCIAL BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2150 
 
Looking for a compact Commercial spreader? If you are then the 2150 is the 
answer. The 50lb capacity poly hopper is ideal for small jobs or in a situation 
where your storage space is limited. The 3-hole drop shut-off system ensures 
an even spread pattern and provides a feathered spreading edge for accurate 
applications. 

 
 
 
 
100LB COMMERCIAL BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: 2170 
 
The 2170 is a true Commercial performer 100lb capacity, the heavy-duty 
“Diamond” chassis and super-duty high-speed gearbox at an affordable 
price.  This mix of high performance and great price gives the Commercial 
user, or the homeowner with a large lawn, the capabilities of handling large 
areas easily. The 3-hole drop system will allow for balanced spreading of all 
types of granular material.  
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80LB 12-VOLT ATV MOUNT BROADCAST SPREADER 
Model: M20 
 
With an 80lb rustproof poly hopper and a 3-hole drop shut-off system you will 
have uniform coverage of fertilizer, seed, chemicals and more from your ATV. 
Equipped with a 12-volt motor located inside the hopper, and housed in a 
thermal-plastic case, the M20 is engineered for performance and long-life.  
The epoxy powder coasted frame had a load bearing capacity of 100LB and is 
designed for horizontal mounting on the front or rear luggage racks.   

 

 

 

250LB ELECTRIC SPREADER 
Model: M80ECM 
 
Designed to bolt to any vertical or horizontal surface and built on a sturdy 
300lb load bearing stainless steel chassis, the high-torque, 12-volt motor, 
M80ECM is outfitted with a 250lb Heavy-Duty rustproof hopper.  The Exclusive 
Electronic Control Module allows you not only to remotely turn the motor 
On/Off, but to also control the Open/Close of the shut-off material flow. 
Control the balancing of the spread pattern with the PRO Dual Port 
Adjustable Shut-off technology.   

The numbered rotary-dial rate control allows for positive setting control and 
easy repeatability. The PRO Dual Port Adjustable Shut-Off technology allows 
the user to control the balancing of the spread pattern on both the left and 
right-side throwing ports to equal the center. 
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   Model: F80 

 Hopper holds 80lbs (fertilizer) to 115lbs of rock salt 
 Trays in bottom of hopper are interchangeable: 

o Standard fertilizer 
o High Output – Rock Salt or Top-Dressing w/Agitator 
o Low Output – Full control over fine seeds  

Model: F80H 
 Includes High-Output tray for 

use with Rock Salt 
 Patented vertical agitation 

pins that loosen stick materials 
at the edge of the drop holes 

 Creates smooth spread 
pattern even with difficult 
material 

F80S: 
 Commercial T-Handle Grip 
 Solid Linkage Controls 
 Side Spread Control 

 

F80PD: 
 Professional Handlebar Grip 
 Standard-Output Dual Port 

PRO tray 
 Side Spread Control 

F80PSD: 
 Stainless Steel Chassis 
 Professional Dual Port PRO 

Shut off tray 
 

 FULL STAINLESS-STEEL FRAME F80 MODELS: 

  FLEX SELECT BROADCAST SPREADER 


